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I was very surprised how much autonomy I had in the beginning of the research. I spent the first week doing training 
videos for lab and training to learn how to use SketchUp. Then I started modeling simple geometry which then led to 
simple animations and eventually complex animations. I was always engaged because If I felt exhausted with animating 



then I could help Dr. Manning in the high bay lab with concrete testing. Each day I was doing something new and when I 
needed a break, I could take one. All my expectations were surpassed during this program. One thing that could have 
improved my learning is if there were more students in the same project. I would have enjoyed working with another 
student and it would have helped me develop more collaboration skills. Overall, research was a great experience, and it 
was incredibly informative. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
FINAL WRITTEN REPORT 

Nuclear power plants are expensive to build with long building construction project duration. Decreasing the on-site 
construction time of nuclear facilities would significantly reduce the overall project costs. Construction of reinforced 
concrete (RC) buildings by assembling and connecting large, prefabricated modules would allow significant efficiencies in 
construction. However, state-of-practice connection designs typically used in non-nuclear buildings do not provide the 
structural strength and stiffness continuity required for nuclear applications. This project, funded by the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, is experimentally and numerically investigating the design, materials, behavior, durability, and 
construction of lapped connections for safety-related nuclear RC buildings. The novel lapped geometry of the connection 
provides “face-to-face” (rather than “end-to-end” or “butt”) joint interfaces with large surfaces to develop the required 
continuity of the strength and stiffness of the structure. The lack of straight-line discontinuities across the structure 
thickness enhances the connection performance. Work conducted as part of the Vincent P. Slatt Fellowship by the Center 
for Sustainable Energy at Notre Dame developed a visual animation of the proposed construction process for nuclear RC 
buildings with lapped connections. 
 
The video that was created was useful because it was required for the project proposal. The video is useful to 
demonstrate how this process would work to the average viewer. The video shows the sequence in which blocks will be 
placed together like puzzle pieces and connected. The video also illustrates modules with accurate dimensions and the 
modules also have holes for utility purposes. The video process was also important to highlight constructability. The 
bracing for example will be slightly different in real life application but the video is still useful because it gives the 
audience a general understanding that the two connections will be braced using steel plates, threaded steel rods, washers, 
and nuts.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Here is a copy of my poster that illustrates the sequence in which modules will be placed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Animating Construction Process of Modular Lapped Reinforced Concrete Connections 
to Accelerate Nuclear Building Project Schedules

Omar Muñoz, New Mexico State University

Abstract

Nuclear power plants are expensive to 
build with long building construction 
project durations. Decreasing the on-
site construction time of nuclear 
facilities would significantly reduce the 
overall project costs. Construction of 
reinforced concrete (RC) buildings by 
assembling and connecting large 
prefabricated modules would allow 
significant efficiencies in construction. 
However, state-of-practice connection 
designs typically used in non-nuclear 
buildings do not provide the structural 
strength and stiffness continuity 
required for nuclear applications. This 
project, funded by the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, is 
experimentally and numerically 
investigating the design, materials, 
behavior, durability, and construction 
of lapped connections for safety-
related nuclear RC buildings. The novel 
lapped geometry of the connection 
provides “face-to-face” (rather than 
“end-to-end” or “butt”) joint 
interfaces with large surfaces to 
develop the required continuity of the 
strength and stiffness of the structure. 
The lack of straight-line discontinuities 
across the structure thickness 
enhances the connection 
performance.  Work conducted as part 
of the Vincent P. Slatt Fellowship by 
the Center for Sustainable Energy at 
Notre Dame developed a visual 
animation of the proposed 
construction process for nuclear RC 
buildings with lapped connections.
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Foundation and rebar are placed in work site

A module is placed on top of foundation

Another module placed next to previous module 

A plate is placed on both sides of connection

Threaded bars are placed 

Washers and nuts are fastened to both sides 

Space is filled with mortar

Another module is placed 

Same process as step 6

Another module is placed and braced

Third corner is installed

Last module complete building circumference
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